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And when you take what i. clear it can still be certain even though there are

ion. things we are not sure about. Now here we are looking at these first two

incidents then. First f them is

A. The Death of }iriam. It says here that (reading Mum. 20,1). Dow that mean

the first month of the ner yr. after they left Sinai and therefore come before this

rebellion. because Miriam is not viemtioned/ in connection with the rebellion? O does

it mean the first month of the 40th yr., the beginning of the march to the plains of

Most,. In placing it here in XI, taking it in the order in which it is presented here
that

we are assuming/it is in the case in -- during the final march in the last month. But

we do not know for sure, and I donut think it àkes a trimendo* dttfu'enoe to us whether

Miriam died % at that earlier time, or the later time. It is more Important to as probablyw

to know when the second event took place. And that is not dated. And so it would seem to

come about the same time as this situation with Miriam. but whether it is early in the

wilderness wsnderinper whether it is/A%.4%/%1W at the beginning at the end, we dent

' know. But this next incident. as far as its effect on an is concerned, is mach greater

importance. That Is

B. m. $in of Moses and Aaron 20i3..13. If! were the Archbtebip and were dividing

into chapters I would make that a chapter b' itself, because it 0 is so Important. Her.

it is suet buried within this long chapter. I don't think there is any harm in that

but there are many other chapters of this length wd.c*t have lees reason for separation

from context than this did. Because this is $ very impoint incident - the sin of Moses

and Luau. We have been having many times when people have been repmdiattg Moses'

leadership. even Aaron did in oh. 12.. or repudiating the leadership of both of them.

But % here we have the sin of these two leaders told. It in a marvellous thing about

the Bible. The Bible presents j thananity as it is. There is good in the worst, in the

most wicked person on earth. There is some good because mm is made in the image of

God and no matter how far we sink into sin, some of that image .f God ii still there.

And until a man has actually died, no matter hoe wicked he may seen to be, you cannot

but that it may be the will of the Spirit of God that that man shall turn to Christ and
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